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About This Game

CAUTION:
This is one of the hardest party games on the planet !

Contains three completely different game modes:

Arena
Play against the AI or friends in team or free for all matches

with up to 6 human players.
Contains 4 different arenas with and without multigoal zones.

Optional laser guide and turbo function are ready to add to the fun.
Single players can use third person view for even more crazy action.

Race
10 challenging tracks offer a lot of racing fun.

Use the turbo wisely to get around tricky corners and out-jump your opponents at the ramps.
Try to beat your friends and set a new track record.

Can be played in split-screen mode, top down and third person perspective.
1-2 human players and a maximum of 5 AI drivers.

Battle
Play with up to 6 friends or against the AI.
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Push your opponents out of a segmented arena that gets smaller constantly.
Frantic mode adds a lot of tension by making the discs faster after a set amount of time.

Five differently shaped arenas and a ton of options guarantee a load of variety.

All game modes contain six optional and customizable powerups and there are a lot
of options for you to tweak the game to your liking.

We strongly recommend using controllers but for that true oldschool vibe you can use and share the keyboard as well.

You will struggle, you will fail, you will laugh, you will need
DISCS OF STEEL !
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Title: Discs of Steel Party
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Wombatgames
Publisher:
Wombatgames
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018
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Entertaining, controls are fun to master and there are plenty of options and tracks. It's obviously a party game but may entertain
you for an evening even in singleplayer.
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